
CHAPTER 1

COHESION OF LANGUAGES IN
GRAMMAR NETWORKS
Y. LEE, T.C. COLLIER, C.E. TAYLOR, AND E.P. STABLER

The long term goal of our research is to produce a collection of heterogeneous agents that

learn about their environment, communicate with one another about it, affect the environ-

ment in ways that take advantage of one another’s special abilities and circumstances, and

report to human observers. A principal challenge of this research is to define the cognitive

and linguistic features that allow agents to develop a high-level language among themselves.

For most purposes we would like all agents to agree on a commonlanguage so that each

can communicate with all others. This is in some ways analogous to wishing convergent

control of distributed adaptive agents.

There are several reasons why it is desirable for autonomousagents to acquire their own

language [5, 17]. First, an acquired language can evolve over time to adopt its structure to

various types of noise and different types of information tobe transmitted, thus providing

a truly flexible communication channel. Second, agents withheterogeneous sensors can

map the same symbol to an environmental stimulus despite having very different internal

representations. This feature also allows agents to express observations that were not an-

ticipated by the designer of the system. Third, with a learned high-level language, agents
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can communicate using very short transmissions as opposed to sending the raw observa-

tion data. Finally, this acquired language will provide a logical manipulation facility for

cognitive reasoning.

From a linguistic perspective, the primary problems in designing collaborative agents

are: symbol grounding, language expression and learnability, and language evolution. The

details of our approach has been explained elsewhere [5, 17,27]. In this chapter we will

focus our attention on the third of these language problems —language evolution.

1.1 EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS OF LANGUAGES

A languageis a set of linguistic expressions which are typically gestural complexes, and

often symbol sequences, interpreted in a certain way. This set of expressions may be infinite,

and so a finite language user must use some finite representation of the infinite set. This finite

representation is typically called agrammar. The grammar typically comprises a finite set

of atoms, thelexicon, together with a set of functions (rules) for building complexes from the

elements [11]. The language is then the closure of the lexicon with respect to the rules. Since

these notions are so closely related, we will indifferentlyrefer to populations of languages,

populations of grammars, or populations of speakers, except when the distinctions matter.

And we sometimes refer to a language user as “speaking with grammar G,” which means of

course that the language user recognizes and produces the expressions defined by G. When

the space of possible grammars is finite (though the languagedefined by each grammar

may still be infinite), it is common to represent the grammar by a finite vector ofparameter

values. In models where the grammar rules are fixed, these parameters may be simplylexical

items. Such representations of grammars and the languages they define induce new metrics

of language similarity: two languages may be classified as similar when their finite vector

representations are similar (even when the languages they define may differ on infinitely

many expressions).

The problem of language evolution involves determining howthe languages used by a

collection of agents will change over time, and whether an initially homogeneous language

will diverge into mutually unintelligible dialects, or will stay uniformly understandable.

Here we address the dynamics of a population of language learners as a less abstract in-

stantiation of the general case of agents learning from one another.

For the last decade, much progress has been made in the field ofrobotics to investigate

the social and/or cognitive factors contributing the emergence of coherent communication
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among autonomous agents [1, 5, 16, 17, 18, 19, 25, 26]. Nowak and his colleagues have

studied the dynamics of languages in various simple settings in a mathematical framework.

We shall informally refer to these asNKN models. For example, in simple regimes, it has

been possible to determine things like the maximum error rate a communication channel

can withstand before the agents lose their ability to communicate in a coherent language

[12, 13, 21].

The NKN models are simplified in many respects. For example, in most of these models

it is assumed that each individual in a population has full access to the other members.

Such condition is often not guaranteed in wireless networks. Also in most NKN models

a population learns languages from a set where each grammar is equally related to every

other grammar. In a setting where language is modular and theunit of transmission is a

module rather than a whole language, the evolutionary dynamics of language convergence

is different from what one would expect from NKN model [14, 15, 16], and this will be the

focus of this paper.

First, we discuss how the structure of a population – who talks to whom – can be

conceptualized as a kind of network structure that affects the degree of linguistic coherence

attained in the limit [16]. Second, we demonstrate how language structure influences

convergence [15], and how this can be conceputualized as inducing a network structure on

the population, represented by a graph of the similarity relations among grammars. This

work is inspired by consensus behavior studies in engineering using graph theory [23, 24].

Let xi denote the proportion of a population of constant size speaking grammarGi with

n possible grammars existing. We assume that each individualuses only one grammar, thus

we have
∑n

j=1
xj = 1.

The fitness of individuals with grammarGi is fi = f0 +
∑

j aijxj wheref0 is the base

fitness which does not depend on the language, and
∑

j aijxj is the language contribution

to fitness. Note that this fitness equation is frequency dependent.

The evolutionary dynamics of this population is of the form

ẋi =
∑

j

xjfjqji − φxi, 1 ≤ j ≤ n (1.1)

whereφ =
∑

i xifi is the average fitness, andQ = [qij ] is the learning fidelity matrix. The

valueφ is also used as a measure of linguistic coherence.

This dynamic system can be thought of either as having individuals that produce offspring

to replace a randomly chosen individual, or as having individuals that change their grammars

by learning a teacher’s language.
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The learning model is given by the matrix Q, which is a function of the mutual similarities

A:

qii = q, qij = (1 − q)
aij

∑

j 6=i aij

for all i 6= j. (1.2)

The learning fidelityq is the probability that a learner acquires the same grammar as its

teacher.Q satisfies the condition
∑

j qij = 1 for all i. The special case of this transition

matrix whereaij = a for all i 6= j was analyzed by Nowak, Komarova, and Niyogi [12, 13].

1.2 TOPOLOGIES OF LANGUAGE POPULATIONS

When all individuals have an equal probability of learning from each other, we can regard the

population as fully-connected, and the fitness of each language is a function of its frequency

in the entire population. Breaking the symmetry that a fully-connected population provides

makes finding an analytical solutions much more difficult. Therefore, we used simulations to

explore the convergence properties where each individual exists within a topology defining

a set of neighboring individuals.

Using a simplified system where the fitness of individualk, fk, is the base fitness,f0,

plus a linguistic merit proportional to the probability that individual k could successfully

communicate with its neighbors is:

fk = f0 +
1

2

nc
∑

m

(amk + akm) (1.3)

At each time step, an individual is chosen to reproduce, where the probability of being

chosen is proportional to its fitness. Reproduction can be thought of as the production of an

offspring which inherits the parent’s grammar and replacesone of the parent’s neighbors.

The offspring learns the parent’s grammar with a certainlearning fidelity, q. This learning

fidelity is properly a function of the specifics of the learning method the child uses and the

complexity of the grammar, but in the simplified system the learning fidelity is reducible

to a transition probability function between grammarGi and grammarGj equal toq for

i = j, and(1− q)/(n− 1) for i 6= j. For details and the algorithms of this simulation, see

[14, 16].

We plot the linguistic coherence, denoted asφ on Figure 1.1.. Theφ is measured using

the following equation:

φ =
1

N

N
∑

k=1

fk (1.4)
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Figure 1.1. Various levels of linguistic coherenceφ for a fully-connected topology (A) and a bridge

topology (B). The solid line(–) forφ0, the dash line(--) forφ1, and the dot-dashed line(·-) for global

coherenceφ∞.

whereN represents the population size. Various different “levels” of coherence exist as

defined by the set of neighboring individuals of an individual k. Local coherence, φ0, only

counts for the neighbors of each individual and is proportional to mean fitness (equal if

f0 = 0). φ1 is the coherence measured over the set of neighbor’s neighbors, and generally,

φi is measured using the set of (neighbor’s)i neighbors.Global coherence, φ∞, corresponds

to convergence level over the entire population.

In the fully-connected topology, all of these convergence levels appear to reduce to the

same value, as shown in Figure 1.1. A. The bridge topology with 2 subpopulations of equal

size and a limited random connections between subpopulations (Figure 1.1. B) demonstrates

a very similar learning fidelity threshold as the fully-connected run shown in panel A.

However, global convergence is never achieved reliably in excess to the probability that

both subpopulations individually converge to the same grammar by chance. Additionally,

φ1 is extremely close toφ0 while φ∞ only rises to approximately 0.5, indicating that there

is a large degree of separation between many individuals.

The above example, however, shows clearly that topology of population networks is

critical in determining the degree of linguistic coherence. Other topologies are discussed

in [14].
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1.3 LANGUAGE STRUCTURE

In most NKN models, grammars are mutationally equidistant from each other with arbi-

trarily assigned similarities. It seems however, that changes in natural languages are more

systematic and small. The language of a child is usually similar to that of the linguistic

community. This suggests an approach where the similarity between languages is correlated

with their distance from each other in mutational space.

We introduce a regularity in the language space by viewing the locus of language trans-

mission as a series of learned parameters and calculating the similarity between languages

as the proportion of parameters that agree.

Consider a fully-connected finite population ofN individuals, each of whom possesses

a language which is encoded as a sequence ofl linguistic ‘components’ or ‘parameters’.

Each parameter can take only a limited numberd of values. For example, a languageL

with 10 parameters each taking 3 values (A,B,C) can be represented by a linear sequence

like AABABCBABA. 1 This will correspond to parameters in the Chomskian sense just in case

these latter parameters are appropriately relevant to linguistic transmission [3, 4].

Representing a language as a vector, a finite sequence of parameter values, we define the

language similarity between individualk andj, denotedakj , as the proportion of parameters

on which the two individuals agree. For example, the language similarity between an

individual k whose language is represented as AAA and an individualk whose language

is represented as ABA is2/3 andakj = ajk. Other than the language structure and how

language similarity is calculated, reproduction cycle is the same as previous population

network model. Actual choice of parameters and algorithm isdescribed elsewhere [14, 15]

Figure 1.2. shows the language convergence as a function of learning fidelity. The panel

A is the result of a single parameter which has 64 different options. We set a uniform

similarity of a = 0.5 for setting A to facilitate comparision with NKN models. Thepanel

B plots the evolution of six parameter languages, each of which has two options available.

Both language structures have similar mean similarityā values (āA ≃ āD). Counting the

actual number of languages that exist in the population may disguise the degree of variation

when some languages disproportionately dominate. Consequently, we used an analog to the

effective number of alleles in a population, which we will refer to as the effective number

1This string is not an example of a statement from the language, but rather a represents the language itself.
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Figure 1.2. The number of languages (×) and the average effective number of languagesne (—). The panel

A is the result of a 1 parameter language with 64 possible options. The panel B is the outcome when language

has 6 parameters and 2 options for each parameter. FC represents the fully-connected topology of a population

network.

of languages in the population,ne [7]:

ne =

(

N
∑

i=1

p2

i

)−1

(1.5)

wherepi is the frequency of each language.

In the case of single-parameter languages, all the possiblelanguages exist in the popula-

tion in the region whereq < q1A. On the other hand, the 6-parameter case B has only half

of the all possible languages atq = q1B . This shows that substantial levels of linguistic

coherence can be achieved with lower learning fidelity if language structure is introduced.

In set A, all possible languages are a single step away in sequence space; in other words,

all possible languages are reachable by a single incorrect/incomplete learning event. In set

B, however, only a small subset of possible languages are producible as single step variants

from the dominant language. These single-step variants of the dominant account for the
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majority of non-dominant languages in the population. Additionally, these variants have a

high fitness relativēa, and a higher equilibrium frequency in mutation-selectionbalance.

1.4 NETWORKS INDUCED BY STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY

Natural languages are organized hierarchically, with language families, subgroups, and

even dialects [6, 2]. Some pairs of languages share more features than other pairs. These

observations lead researchers to conceptualize language similarity with grammar networks

[15, 20, 23, 24]. Inspired by the consensus studies using graph theory in engineering com-

munities [24, 23], we explore the behavior of linguistic convergence in grammar networks.

Consider a network of grammars with nodesU = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn}. A link (i, j) is

established between grammarsGi andGj if a learner learning from a teacher who speaks

grammarGi might end up speaking grammarGj . We define the adjacency weights of the

grammar network asaij = (sij + sji)/2, wheresij denote the similarity ofGi to Gj .

The matrix of mutual similaritiesA = [aij ] represents the interconnection topology of the

grammar network. In our setting,A is defined as:

aij =

{

1 if i = j
a if (i, j) ∈ E
0 if (i, j) /∈ E

Notice again the distinction between two types of similarities, structural similarity (de-

fined over the representations of the grammars) and expressive similarity (defined over the

sentences of the languages). Structural similarity is how many grammatical rules or lex-

ical items or parameter settings two grammars share. Expressive similarity relates to the

probability that a sentence generated from one grammar is similar to a sentence generated

from another grammar. Structural similarity is analogous to genotype similarity, and ex-

pressive similarity is analogous to phenotype similarity.In this experiment, all grammars

in a network are positioned on a polygon where their positions are indicative of structural

similarity. If two grammars are positioned side by side, they share many common rules for

generating sentences.

For our model, the grammar network is completely specified bythe matrix of mutual

similaritiesA. Note that a mutual similarityaij is equivalent to the expressive similarity of

two language hypotheses. As long as two grammars are connected ((i, j) ∈ E), they have

some degree of mutual intelligibility (aij > 0).

Within this setting, a single mutation or language learningstep will not generally yield

a grammar that is structurally similar to its teacher’s grammar. Sometimes the learner
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1.3. Different types of graphs with12 nodes. (a) A complete graph, (b) a ring lattice with

k = 2, (c) a random graph withk = 1 andr = 12, (d) a small-world graph withk = 2 andr = 3.

The examples shown here have different densities. The experiments,however, designed in such way

that all the graphs except the complete graph have the same density.

can acquire a set of rules that are completely different fromits parent’s and yet generate

sentences that are very close to its input. Thus, the grammarnetwork defines the space

which an individual explores while acquiring a grammar.

Four canonical types of graphs with substantially different structural properties are con-

sidered in this experiment: the complete graph, a regular ring lattice, a random graph, and

a small-world graph, depicted in Fig.1.3.. Less than complete graphs make sense from a

biological or sociological standpoint since learning a language that is similar to what it has

already seems much easier than learning a drastically different language. For each graph,

the dynamics are different. For full details, see [14].

1.4.1 Three Equilibrium States

In Fig.1.4. we show the effective number of grammars over a range ofq values for a complete

graph and regular lattices with fixedn anda. Each point is the result from a single run,

but theq interval (= 10−4) is small enough that the points appear as a line in places. The

grammar diversityne is the maximum when a population is in symmetric state, whilene is

the minimum (≃ 1) when a single dominant grammar emerges.

Fig.1.4.(a) shows two classes of equilibrium states as wellas bi-stability region over

a range of learning fidelitiesqa ≤ q ≤ qs for the complete graph. The learning fidelity

threshold for asymmetric solution,qa, is the highest for the complete graph. It may be

possible to verify these results analytically, in future work.

Fig.1.4.(b) suggests a third class of solutions which occurs atq values betweenqs andqa

for ring lattice networks. This class of stable attractors is characterized by a nearly linear

decrease inne whenqs ≤ q ≤ qa, as shown in Fig.1.4.(b).
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Figure 1.4. The effective number of grammars in response to learning fidelityq in a ring lattice

with n = 51 anda = 0.5: (a)k = 25 (complete graph), (b)k = 15, (c) k = 10.

For the regular ring lattice withk = 10, the symmetric state does not exist forq ≥ 0 as

shown in Fig.1.4.(c). The symmetric solution can still be obtained using negativeq values,

but the interpretation of such values is not obvious. Fig.1.4.(c) also shows that some level

of coherence can be achieved even with the learning fidelity of 0 when the graph is sparse

(k << n).

In the regular ring lattice withk = 15, the frequencies of each grammarxi at approximate

equilibrium state for different learning fidelities are distributed as shown in Fig.1.5.. We

cut the ring at the point opposite to the dominant grammar andspread it along the x axis,

so that the dominant grammar is always at the center. If the grammar is positioned close to

the dominant, the grammar index is close to the index of the dominant, indicating that they

are structurally similar.
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Figure 1.5. Frequency of all grammars, sorted by index number, of a single run at the steady state

for a ring lattice withn = 51, k = 15, anda = 0.5: (a): q = 0, (b): q = 0.82, and (c):q = .83.

Fig.1.5.(a) shows the grammar frequency distribution whenq = 0 as an example of the

symmetric state. If the learning fidelityq is greater thanqa, only one grammar dominates

as shown in Fig.1.5.(c). We call this phasestrong cohesion. When the learning fidelity is

betweenqs andqa, the grammar frequencies form a smooth curve reminiscent ofa Gaussian

as shown in Fig.1.5.(b). We call this phaseweak cohesion. In this phase, learning fidelity is

too low for a single grammar to dominate by faithfully reproducing itself, however structure

in grammar space allows for a collection of closely structurally similar grammars to rise

in frequency. Since learning errors produce similar grammars to the teacher’s grammar,

the effective learning fidelity for the group of grammars is higher. This is analogous to the

formation of a quasi-species in molecular evolution [8, 9, 10].
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Figure 1.6. Distribution of grammar frequencies at the steady state withn = 51 anda = 0.5 over

the range of0 ≤ q ≤ 1. For eachq value, the grammar frequencies are sorted. (a) complete graph,

(b) ring lattice withk = 15, (c) random network withk = 1 andr = 714 and (d) small word with

k = 13 andr = 102.

The grammar frequency distribution over the range ofq for various topologies is shown in

Fig.1.6.. For eachq value the grammar frequencies are sorted so that the adjusted grammar

index starts from 1 for the least frequent grammar to the maximum of 51 for the most

frequent grammar. For all types of grammar network, a population is in strong cohesion

state if learning fidelity exceeds the error threshold as shown in Fig.1.6.. A population is in

the symmetric state if the learning fidelity is sufficiently low. The observed error threshold

is the highest for the complete graph and the lowest for the random graph.

In the regular ring lattice withk = 15, a weak cohesion phase is observed in mid-range

learning fidelities. A small-world network shows a narrowerrange of learning fidelities

where weak cohesion can occur. We were unable to detect any obvious weak cohesion for

a random graph as shown in Fig.1.6.(c).
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Figure 1.7. Non-linear behavior of language convergence in response to networkdensity. Various

measures such as (a) grammar diversity,ne, and (b) minimum frequencyxmin are plotted for varying

k = [1, 100] given a ring lattice withn = 200, a = 0.5, and a learning fidelityq = 0.8.

1.4.2 Density of Grammar Networks and Language Convergence

Fig.1.7. shows the effect of graph density on the level of coherence for a regular ring lattice.

We plot (a) grammar diversity, and (b) minimum grammar frequency for a ring lattice with

n = 200 anda = 0.5 given a fixed learning fidelity. Notice that the learning fidelity here

q = 0.8 is smaller thanqa = 0.829 for a complete graph. The grammar diversity and

dominant frequency changes in non-linear fashion in response to network density.

When a grammar network forms a complete graph (k = 100), the population is in the

symmetric state (ne = 200) as expected. When the density of a ring lattice is sufficiently

high (k ≥ 83), the population is also in the symmetric state, and bothxmax andxmin are

equal to1/n = 5 × 10−3 as expected.

As the density of the graph decreases, grammar diversityne decreases reflecting an

increased level of linguistic coherence, indicating a weakcohesion state. When the network

density is sufficiently small (k ≤ 10), the grammar diversity is close to 1 and the dominant

frequency is over 0.5 which is indicative of strong cohesion.
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Figure 1.8. Grammar diversity, dominant frequency, minimum frequency in response to network

density of a random graph withk = 1 andr = 714 at the learning fidelity ofq = 0.6.

Fig.1.8. shows the effect of graph density on the convergence for a random network.

We were unable to find weak cohesion conditions for a random graph. We labelda as the

maximum graph density where only strong cohesion is a stableattractor.db is the graph

density where strong cohesion becomes a stable attractor but at least one other equilibrium

state is also stable.

Given a fixed learning fidelity value ofq = 0.6, a random graph exhibits a sort of the

symmetric state if graph density is sufficiently high. In other words, if network density

is sufficiently small, strong cohesion can be observed. In grammar network context, if a

grammar has a limited number of grammars that it can mutate into and its number of transi-

tions is relatively small compared to the number of overall possible transitions, population

may reach a common consensus.

Unlike a ring lattice, a random graph does not appear to have aperfect symmetric state;

thexmax remains small butxmin do not remain at1/n = 5 × 10−3.
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Figure 1.9. Time (or the number of replication cycles) to reach a equilibrium state for each topology:

(a) complete graph, (b) regular graph withk = 15, (c) random network withk = 1 andr = 714, and

(d) small-world network withk = 13 andr = 102 . Numerical summary of this graph is presented

in Table 1.4.3.

1.4.3 Rate of Language Convergence in Grammar Networks

Fig.1.9. shows the convergence time measured elapsed time for each grammar network to

reach the approximate equilibrium state. Theq regions where convergence time is relatively

long closely match the transition points between phases seen from monitoringxmax and

ne. 2

Although the actual elapsed time may vary depending on the choice of integration step

size or integration method, the relative time clearly showsthat it take more time to reach

steady-state when the learning fidelity resides near a transition point.

Fig.1.9.(b) shows a sharp peak in convergence time for a ringlattice withk = 15 around

q = 0.35, where transition from symmetric to weak cohesion occurs, and aroundq = 0.82,

2Compare the convergence time for the complete graph and ring lattice with the study presented in Fig.1.4..
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Network Type Network Density Mean Relative Convergence Time±δ

A complete graph 1 145.0± 200.5
A regular ring lattice 0.6 548.3± 1414.1
A random graph 0.6 205.6± 269.2
A small-world 0.6 885.0± 1154.1

Table 1.1. A brief summary of convergence time for various grammar networks.A

population reaches at the steady state quickest in complete graph and slowest in a regular ring

lattice. Convergence time is longer is a learning fidelity falls near transition points.

where transition from weak cohesion to strong cohesion occurs. In contrast, a random

network shows only one peak, a transition to strong cohesion, as shown in Fig.1.9.(c). For

a small world network, the transition from symmetric to weakcohesion and the transition

from weak cohesion to strong cohesion overlap over broad region of q values as shown in

Fig.1.9.(d), yet it is evident that two distinct peaks correspond to the the transition point

from the symmetric state to weak cohesion and the transitionpoint from weak cohesion to

strong cohesion.

Mean convergence time over the range ofq = [0, 1] for each grammar network are

presented in Table 1.4.3. Overall, the mean convergence time is the shortest for a complete

graph and longest for a small-world network. Among three graphs that have the same

density, a random graph reaches at equilibrium fastest.

1.5 DISCUSSION

This study shows that the evolutionary dynamics of linguistic convergence is affected not

only by learning fidelity, but also other factors such as topology of a population network,

language structure, and grammar networks. These factors are just a few aspects that con-

tributes to the understanding of complex language convergence dynamics.

The grammar network perspective provides a means for studying language structure in

terms of mutational similarity of grammars. In this framework, we are able to identify three

possible equilibrium states: (1) the symmetric state (q ≤ qs) wherexi = 1/n for all i, (2) a

weak cohesion state where the symmetry in grammar frequencies breaks and the distribution

of grammar frequencies forms roughly Gaussian shape centered around the most frequent

grammar, and (3) a strong cohesion state (q ≥ qa) where a single predominant grammar

emerges.
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In the various grammar networks studied here we find distinctpatterns of language

convergence, with varying composition of three equilibrium states. For the same density, a

random network will generally have a much smaller mean path length than a regular graph.

Thus the evolutionary dynamics of relatively dense random graphs much more closely

resemble the complete graph than a regular graph with the same density.

For a grammar space defined by a mid to low density regular ringlattice, a weak cohesion

phase of equilibria can be identified at learning fidelities betweenqs andqa. This region

is below the error threshold for a complete graph, where no cohesion or evolution can take

place. The existence of a weak cohesion phase is dependent onthe structure of the grammar

space. Structured spaces allow the formation of a peaked quasi-species of related grammars,

a peaked distribution of elements generated by a mutation-selection process [22]. While the

learning fidelity in this region is too low to allow a single grammar to faithfully reproduce

itself well enough to maintain a higher frequency than othergrammars, the effective learning

fidelity of the quasi-species as a whole is sufficiently high for the collection of grammars

within it to dominate.

The existence of the weak cohesion phase suggests that a group of related grammars can

emerge with lower learning fidelities than is required to establish a single consensus. Weak

cohesion is also characterized by a large amount of standingheritable variation within the

population which is particularly intriguing from evolutionary perspective.

Our results of varying graph density indicate that there arethreshold density values for

convergence. In general, as the density of the grammar network decreases, the level of

linguistic convergence increases for a fixed learning fidelity. We expect that this result

holds generally for other structured graphs, although the mean path length or clustering

coefficient may be more indicative metrics of structure in grammar space.

The regular ring lattice is just one simple example of many different network structures

which may yeild qualitatively different dynamics, where convergence to a set of closely

related languages is facilitated relative to the fully-connected model. When the grammar

space is completely connected, high fidelity learner-driven change, such as the sort exhib-

ited by human languages, can only occur just above a criticalerror threshold where the

bifurcation of strong cohesion and the symmetric state begins. When the grammar space

has more structure, strong cohesion can be achieved in lowerlearning fidelity regions.

Different networks not only exhibit different patterns of language convergence, but also

reach an equilibrium state at different rates. The relativeconvergence time indicates that a

population reaches a steady state more slowly when learningfidelity is close to a transition
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point, regardless of the topology of grammar networks. The convergence time results

suggest that there may be another critical error threshold where weak cohesion becomes

a stable attractor but the symmetric solution is also stable. In technological applications

where agents learn from each other and it is The study is far from predicting the state or

course of evolution of natural languages.

In technological applications where agents learn from eachother, where it is desirable

for the overall system to converge, these results may provide a guide to designing properties

of the language or state representation depending on the degree of convergence desired. If

it is sufficient that agents of the system just mostly agree, i.e. converge to close variants

of a dominant grammar, then a structured state space may provide a way to achieve faster

convergence at higher mutation values. However, if absolute convergence is required, the

state space must be designed so that minor variants are strongly selected against, producing

a sharp fitness peak. This constraint also implies that a critical mutation/learning fidelity

threshold exists.
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